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AM HONORED to speak here today at the invitation of 
the Swedish Publishing Association and the Stock
holm University Library in a connection with the 
name and work of Adam Helms. Frankfurt was 
where foreign colleagues and I mostly met him. 
While the fabulous disorder of his book collection 

may provide bibliographic work for many in the future, it be
trayed an orderliness of mind. In fact his interests took in 
many of our current concerns. 

^> Our subject today raises questions of culture and commer
ce and different attitudes in respect of them evolving from 
different views of political democracy. I should preface my re
marks by saying that in the development of the tendencies I 
will outline, most of continental Europe is on a different time 
scale from that of the Anglo-Saxon world I know best. Much 
of what I say may seem alarmist and also distant. But the con
text which informs these views is one, it seems to me, towards 
which all Western nations - and much of Asia - are heading. 
In fact, much of the logic underpinning the European Union 
is the market economy. 

Speaking today especially under these auspices, it seems 
impossible not to agree that what one can perceive - as we 
look out over the plains of culture - at least from the vantage 
point of my camp, the Anglo-Saxon camp, should not seriou
sly concern us, whether we live in New York, London, Stock-
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holm, Paris or Berlin. Tendencies develop as they do, and of 
course nothing is as clear to us as that which we choose to see. 
We need therefore perhaps to distance ourselves somewhat 
from attitudes which may cloud our vision. 

All nations today espouse democratic sentiments but ma
nifest democratic ideas most variously. Freedoms and liber
ties of both a public and private character contrast sharply if 
one thinks of the former world behind the Iron Curtain, Chi
na and the United States today, the northern tier of Europe, 
Cambodia, Cuba, Iraq, Israel, Hong Kong or Singapore. 

Social democracy as we tend to see it in the West permits 
capitalism to survive and even prosper but with a strong sta
tist element underpinning it, aiming actually sometimes (or 
only inspirationally in other situations) at a greater fairness 
down the road. That said, the conceptual flower in many soci
ally democratic countries is being attacked today by the insect 
of globalism - and not only the flower but also the leaves and 
root. However, in respect of culture and media questions, so
cial democracy has only rarely been any kind of popular de
mocracy. More often it has been elitist democracy disguising 
strong class attitudes and privilege. Even disguised wealth. 
There are aspects of social democracy as flawed as any com
promising The American Dream. 

This word »elitist« of course is not much liked by those 
whose views run the other way nor by those who benefit from 
it, but we will try and deal with it, perhaps even note its decline 
if not demise before the onslaught of popular democracy, the 
latter defined by economic positions which impact on media 
today, whether we speak of books, films, music, television, 
theater, even our journalism. 

In these cultural areas affecting everyone, the central aspect 
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of the freedom to compete - certainly a freedom if one consid
ers the restricted access to taste and opinion in our lifetime of 
fascist and communist models - embodies and enshrines the 
marketplace, it seems to me, as an arbiter and determinant of 
cultural fare. It does so to such an extent that both cultural 
diversity and political freedoms are imperiled. 

This popular democracy of the marketplace according to 
its current signs is leading us ineluctably to an impoverishing 
egalitarianism. »Popular democracy« to many ears has a good 
sound to it but its implications are certainly worrisome to 
many and should be problematic to all. Alexis de Tocqueville, 
that aristocrat who first studied developing tendencies in the 
New World, in his extraordinary insightful and prophetic 
book DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA, certainly saw the positive 
side of a new land without the prejudices of an entrenched es
tablishment. Because his own background was an ineluctable 
aspect of his analysis, he also saw what these tendencies could 
do to traditional culture in the name of the common man. He 
noted this first in 1835. 

To be fair, no one able to free himself of attitudinal thinking 
would dare to say that, even in such traditional art forms as 
literature, music, painting, sculpture, the New World has not 
made its contribution, anymore than an objective critic 
would dare say that the brilliant organization of McDonald's, 
Burger King, Taco Bell and Colonel Sander's Kentucky Fried 
Chicken everywhere has destroyed great restaurants any
where. In all of this we may see that money plays a central role 
not only in the preservation but also in the creation of old and 
new value in traditional areas. 

New forces are at work today and we should note them, but 
not only in the economic terms which have become so com-
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monplace. Today we should also consider where the changes 
are taking us in cultural terms. 

The political context to our discussion is a move away from 
the state. We have seen this in much of the political orienta
tion and governmental positioning over the last fifteen years. 
This is the case whether or not governments characterize 
themselves as »center or left or center-left« - as do Blair or 
Clinton or Jospin. Its adherents - who often espouse what 
they call Libertarianism - celebrate »economic liberalism,« a 
most loaded phrase or concept. State industries and organiza
tions, for example, are on the run at different rates, not only in 
Eastern Europe, where they are largely discredited, but every
where now that efficiency based on competitive standards has 
become both the bridesmaid and the bride. (We will avoid 
what others have broadly discussed - the effect on security of 
employment of the workforce, education, pensions, and fa
mily life, gender relations notwithstanding.) The swing to 
»open competition« is leading inexorably-you can see it aro
und us, feel it palpably - to a context of diminishing competi
tion at the end of the day. On the current course, diminished 
competition may well sum up ironically the triumph of the 
free marketplace. 

So we cannot avoid talking today about the control of me
dia by the few, if nearly always with the willing assent of con
sumers who vote with their dollars and kronor as part of an 
overwhelming majority. 

In many industries - at a time of weak anti-trust enforce
ment (a feature of the political mood) - state monopolies are 
replaced by corporate monopolies or at the least corporate 
cartels. While restricted competition often may seem to be 
efficient (and monopoly with an unfettered profit motive may 
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be more efficient than monopoly without) the original argu
ment, we should remind ourselves, is that open markets and 
competition were thought to be more efficient with sufficient 
economies of scale to benefit the consumer alongside the 
shareholder. 

The trouble is that capitalism unfettered always looks for 
greater economies of scale based on greater market-share 
with greater control of costs and pricing and, in the case of 
media - culture businesses, let's call them - over the source of 
supply, pretentiously called today »intellectual property.« 
Bertelsmann and Rupert Murdoch's Newscorp have their 
counterparts in every language or regional group. And grou
pings which once were language-based now cross languages 
and national frontiers in film and television. Increasingly, if to 
a somewhat lesser extent, it is the same with print media. 

I will avoid arguing here whether in pure economic terms 
the cartelization of industry is efficient, but it seems clear to 
me today that efficiency in culture is an inappropriate and in
adequate descriptive standard for pluralistic democratic so
cieties. If state or private monopoly is efficient, it does not fol
low that it is appropriate in the dissemination of ideas and in 
the making - and sharing - of the arts. Not if broad choice and 
a mix of popular and high art is desirable. In fact, without a 
very broad marketplace, a society may lose the tools and vi
sion to remake itself. A smaller media and art fare must tend 
this way, just as George Orwell worried about the restricted 
imagination that accompanied the restricted vocabulary of 
Newspeak. 

Democrats all, aren't we? Let us then ask ourselves why in 
fact the marketplace should not triumph in a democracy? 
Should people not be free to make whatever film or TV pro-
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grams or write/publish/read books and should we the consu
mers in our democracies not be free to choose what we want 
to see, read and listen to? In our time this means -just to begin 
to deal with these questions - that we must be concerned not 
only with cultural products but in a time with technology do
minant with the means of their distribution, which are also 
increasingly global. The handmaiden of globalist thinking is a 
market economy unfettered domestically and, now, interna
tionally. The good points of globalism as I said - the European 
Union is one step along the way - are always pointed out in 
economic and equalitarian terms, for example, the raising of 
living standards of people in poorer nations via higher pro
ductivity and by virtue of the investments made in them and 
the economies of scale based on free trade. In our advancing 
technology, especially in the areas of media, the cultural/soci
al argument for a global grid (whether low tech TV, terrestrial, 
cable, satellite or the Net) is that in theory there soon will be 
no barriers to everyone knowing everything. 

The largest public fear in the United States is pornography 
and pedophilia. Freedom has its price, and the price may be 
the innocent pleasures and dangerous obsessions of some. 
Yes, with some risks for the young. But is there anyone who 
believes that dangerous obsessive anti-social behavior de
pends on media? Without some risk for all these may be no 
freedom for any. These issues unfortunately are too large for 
this talk, but they at least should be noted as a subset of any 
discussion of the marketplace. Hardly less important for the 
less sexually obsessed, I should think, is the other side of the 
coin of economic meritocracy: everyone knowing nothing or 
everyone being lied to in increasingly sophisticated ways by 
increasingly sophisticated presentations. One needs to be a 
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great democrat to think that, alongside the concept of truth 
emerging from the marketplace of ideas - the web takes this 
further - the propagation and dissemination of the Big Lie is 
not now easier too. A completely free media marketplace wit
hout strong state involvement may be like state involvement 
without the leaven of free competition. Both tend to the same: 
the manipulation by different means of the consumer, read 
the citizenry. 

To look at the alternatives, there are numerous responses. 
Populists ask should anything cultural be stuffed down our 
throats by bureaucrats from centrally collected tax revenues 
or by appointed cultural commissars. Who is to say what is 
benign? Or dangerous? As consumers of media, the argument 
proceeds, we are always free to pass up what is offered on a 
menu. But if it has been financed outside our will - 1 prefer 
»outside« to »against« - then in social/political terms we are 
embracing not very democratic approaches - the analog of 
taxation without appropriate representation, this time tax 
spending without appropriate representation. 

Some argue that such governments as preferentially spend 
monies on elitist projects do so having been democratically 
elected in the first place. But spending for culture is a small 
item on most political agendas. However important it is for 
those affected, it is a small item or issue for most electorates. 

As to what is chosen for support we may ask, who chooses 
these bureaucrats who choose for us? And why should one 
group of cultural projects be advantaged over others? Defen
ders of the system argue for subsidies for those arts that can
not pay for themselves. On examination, this inherently is an 
elitist defense. We only have to see where the money goes. 

Let the public decide, the populist argument proceeds. Let 
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the public decide whether we should have more opera or less 
ballet, repertory theater, classical music, literary magazines, do
cumentaries. If monies are to be handed out, why not in direct 
proportion to the public's interest? Statistics of attendance and 
consumption tell mostly all. The argument continues, »No 
one's against these hi-falutin forms. But let that citizenry that 
wants them pay separately for them. Don't shove opera and bal
let, books of unreadable poetry, bizarre paintings no one can 
understand on the walls of public institutions you call muse
ums, down the throats of all taxpayers. Leave the government 
out of it and don't favor some forms against other forms of ex
pression ! Who is to say one bit is more important than another? 
And to take it one step further: if opera, why not Bizet, Puccini, 
Verdi, and Mozart. Do we really need Hindemith, Schoenberg, 
or even Janacek? Let's please the public! Opera and ballet cer
tainly seem expensive undertakings relative to the small num
ber of people interested in them. Let's have real democracy. Let 
everyone and everything pay their own way. Let the free market 
decide. We don't need income re-distribution from the less well 
off and generally less well educated to those usually with greater 
means who are generally better educated. What is the lottery in 
the U.K. but a scheme to extract billions from the main popula
tion to be spent on what a few will decide? 2.3 million pounds 
for a Ruskin Museum! Who is or who was Ruskin? 90% of the 
population might ask such questions. 

Earlier I raised the question of money - and maybe even a 
money culture - as central to how nations with an underlying 
populist ethos continue to support high or idiosyncratic cul
ture. In the U.S., where private funds make a difference, private 
giving to a large extent is available by preferential tax legisla
tion and to that extent is more or less a sham. But it is effective 
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in directing funds to activities which would be difficult politi
cally to subsidize publicly. A public that might object to public 
funds spent on unpopular artists or activities is effectively 
neutralized politically by the fact that the monies appropria
ted come from private sources. This as I suggested is an elitist 
scam and it certainly encourages the ass kissing of the wealthy. 
In a time of a widening income gap between rich and poor, 
based on privatization and the market economy, the horizon 
is not far in the distance. 

Perhaps mercifully, tax-favored charity leaves the bureau
crats out and promises diversity, as private funding does not 
have to defend itself as state funding does on political and sex
ual questions. The notorious uproar in Washington and the 
hinterlands comes to mind, when it was revealed that the NEA, 
a government agency, had underwritten an exhibition of Ro
bert Mapplethorpe's controversial photography. 

These issues may seem distant in Northern Europe, 
countries less puritanical to begin with and where the partial 
myth and partial reality of a citizenry without great income 
divergence exists, but the move everywhere to a more market 
economy plus globalist pressures are likely to change the myth 
along with any reality. The social democrats are often new 
conservatives, a function sometimes of long years in power. 
This is partly, but not exclusively, the result of the times we live 
in, the »times« are comprised of tendencies en train now. We 
can do something about them. 

Alongside the argument against state involvement run new 
developments in technology ranging from desktop publis
hing in respect of writing and the word, book design and actu
al manufacture to Amazon.com and other on-line Net servi
ces involved in book retailing. 
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In film and television, we see the development of video ca
meras (not just videos of commercial films) and multi-chan
nel TV viewing via additional terrestrial, cable and TV chan
nels, so that - assuming one can find appropriate-to-the-mar-
ket subject matter - the possibility looms of 500 television 
channels available to the public with a broad menu of activiti
es and minority interest specific programming with low pro
duction values (narrow-casting, it is called), except for consi
derable glitz on the usually banal networks. In music, ease of 
taping raises opportunities and problems - including that of 
unauthorized reproduction. Alongside that electronic instru
ments, of which the theramin and the moog were precursors, 
major features on the landscape for the composition and re
production of sound. In Information: Can anyone doubt that 
on-line data systems will replace and improve the reference 
material still on paper? 

And clearly the development of the Net and the more pri
mitive modern technologies that preceded it - while at first 
promising to enlarge the public's access to information and a 
miscellany of culture because no one owned the Net- is rapidly 
being commercialized. The first major consumer product to 
score on the Net ironically has been books. Tapes, CD:S, and 
sex toys cannot be far behind. The catalog of change that tech
nology brings about is much longer. 

I should stop here and cut to the chase regarding the issues 
facing us right now in respect of u.s. culture and media as it 
relates to Europe. 

Are we on the edge of- or actively pursuing - a Darwinian 
struggle for culture, by which I don't mean high or low? If the 
swing is to the marketplace as the prime determinant of cul
tural fare - the mood of the political times, in other words, 
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abetted by technology - can we not posit the likely winner 
now? On the current trajectory, it is the mass market with a 
smaller role everyday for what is not described by that phrase. 

If minority culture fare is to appear prominently on the 
menu, who is to be its patron? If this is a new time of the pa
tron, maybe only a radical retro-fit of the tax system will do, 
freeing up more corporate and individual gift-giving in ever 
more tax advantaged ways. I am almost certain that the west
ward looking Tony Blair will propose something like this in 
Britain. Or can the citizens in social democracies be certain 
that the electorate will always choose political majorities who 
believe in state funding to balance mass taste? We should take 
on board that the increasingly global media corporations are 
driven not only by the market economy and technology but 
also by the English language and an approach to the media 
market of high professionalism which serves the market as it is 
as distinct from how it might be. Who will choose what vision 
of the future? There is a significant aspect of the free market in 
publicly owned companies that makes panderers of us all. 

Is the time of the wealthy patron over or is his time newly 
come? If greater disparities of income are tucked under the 
cloak of efficiency, performance and market meritocracy, can 
we not hear echoes of Wyndham Lewis, Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot 
who believed (if I may somewhat simplistically paraphrase 
them) that high art was always supported by a wealthy leisu
red class? But - democrats all - was there not always somet
hing awkward in the patronage of the Borgias and the 
Rockefellers? Did many of us not once think that a fair go
vernment would take over their role? 

Or perhaps this patronage is no longer necessary because 
we are prepared politically - actually by default - to let the 
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broadest consumer public win out culturally, especially as all 
of us are indeed part ofthat mass, totally or partially, at least in 
some area of our activities and interests. But are we prepared 
to turn all over to public preferences? Why should we not pre
fer - democrats all of us, right? - that the majority prevail as 
long as it does not censor whatever it is the minority wants, 
provided that the minority pays for its pleasures. I have had to 
face myself in these thoughts and I have discovered that it is 
impossible for me to consider a world in which the market
place is as much the arbiter of all things as it seems to be beco
ming. 

The rise of the conglomerates in publishing has been much 
remarked on over the last twenty years, perhaps because on 
both national and international landscapes there were once so 
many medium sized suppliers to the market. André Shiffrin, 
the publisher of the New Press, recently noted that alongside 
the developing giantism in book publishing and media, a two-
tier structure was emerging in which smaller, sometimes not-
for-profit, sometimes for-profit publishers will be with few 
exceptions the real carriers of culture and political dissent. 
Restriction of choice in book publishing is already taking pla
ce - fewer voices for controversial publishing because the lar
ge companies whose interests take in so much media can 
hardly be interested in the exposure that accompanies contro
versy. 

We only have to remember how earlier this year Mr. Murdoch 
handled the publication of Chris Patten's book on Hong Kong 
which conflicted with News Corp's plans to develop STAR Te
levision over China. When self-censorship didn't work, kinetic 
power became manifest. While Shiffrin's view maybe too extre
me, he certainly has identified the tendency, perhaps overloo-
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king the well-known ability of capitalism to revise itself and 
perhaps the willingness of large corporations pro bono to en
courage at least cultural if not political diversity. 

Himself a refugee from the corporate world Shiffrin, I 
think, refers less to high culture per se and rather more to 
books that affirm social, political, and economic views in 
which the general public is not (or is not yet) interested. But 
the smaller publishers who inhabit a bare 20% of this unba
lanced industry have much less access to the media to publici
ze the books themselves. Publishing itself, like all media, needs 
independent media. We will return to this. 

In respect of the marketplace we can feel sure that no well-
educated economic liberal will be heard to say »If it sells, it's 
good.« But my sense is that the current tendencies of the sys
tem headlong tend to that position. This ennoblement of the 
common man is something every European and American 
democrat must applaud. Right? After all, there is always at 
least a partial corrective in the brilliant upward leveling pre
servative comfort of co-option. Put differently: in societies -
not urban Britain or America I should say - that provide more 
or less equal education (up to university level at least), co-op
tion takes place with class mobility leading to cultural diversi
ty. Put differently again: those whose background is not opera, 
ballet and literary magazines will themselves or their children 
be supporters of opera, ballet and literary magazines. Indeed. 
Well, sometimes. 

Book publishing provides sufficient examples. In an industry 
in which one generally speaking can publish without restric
tion, in which virtually the only subvention is underpaid staff 
and authors, with inadequate profitability even for the owners, 
the large publishers (themselves part of media conglomerates -
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public in the case of News Corp., Pearson, Time-Warner or pri
vate in the case of Bertelsmann and Von Holtzbrink) have 
either because of their genius - shall we believe this? - or be
cause of their deep pockets cartelized an industry which once 
had five times as many competing publishers. I see no evil con
spiracy in this: in response to the pressures on me - and I sup
pose executive ego, too - as a corporate head for nearly twenty 
years, I also enlarged the company whose fortunes I directed not 
only via internal growth but in an even larger sense via acquisi
tions. Although in every case these acquisitions were strategic -
by which I mean not about size and principally about acquiring 
what it would have taken Penguin decades to develop itself- the 
outcome was also always greater size. 

We may ask: Why were these acquisitions not hostile takeo
vers? Nearly all acquisitions and mergers in publishing in fact 
are friendly. So what is meant is that one side has been forced 
to give up the ghost or has chosen for other reasons to sell its 
business as the Newhouses did with Random House - crystal-
balling in that case the future, perhaps in respect of the 
family's fortune, in order to put the resulting funds in more 
economically attractive locations. The Newhouse organiza
tion did in fact say that trade publishing was not a sector in 
which they wanted to position their fortune. No evil conspira
cy perhaps in the developing gigantism, but these are nevert
heless fearsome developments which probably lead inevitably 
to a curtailment of cultural and socially important fare. 

The »deep pockets« I referred to represent an ability or wil
lingness of larger companies to sustain low profitability or to 
invest disproportionately (in respect of what others can aff
ord) in information technology or distribution infrastructu
re, or their penchant (for reason that I could speak about for 
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hours) to acquire too expensively best-selling and potentially 
best-selling authors and companies. 

The curtailment of competition is of course partly relieved 
by the fact that there remain hundreds of smaller companies 
with newer companies starting up, some of them of course will 
take on mass - but their access to the public in terms of marke
ting support and retail space is limited. Most of them in fact will 
be acquired by larger companies in time. The freedom of the 
marketplace, we must conclude, has led to the virtual absence of 
a real marketplace. We are far from Adam Smith's model. Five 
companies operate 80% of the u.s. business with further con
solidations rumored - Harper Collins, Morrow-Avon, and the 
consumer based business of Simon and Schuster. As most of 
these companies trade internationally, the curtailment of com
petition takes place on an ever-larger stage superficially varie
gated. Why worry? some ask. Has the history of capitalism not 
been consolidation followed by new competition based on new 
entrants or new technology? One can never ignore new deve
lopments which may level the playing field, ranging from on
line bookselling to on-demand printing. But changes in tech
nology in terms of consumer application and breadth nearly 
always lag behind the technology itself. 

Indeed, why worry? Here is one response. If one's concern 
is a marketplace with a highly manipulated popular taste be
coming ever more dominant - why should a democrat worry 
about this? Consider for example, for what comfort one can 
get, the assembly-line movies so many of which were the con-
fected products of the Hollywood studios system of the thir
ties. Although critics in their time scorned the movies 
Warner's, MGM, FOX, Paramount, and Republic ground out in 
that period - they hardly looked like auteur films then!-today 
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a great many are the main fare at the film societies of Oxford, 
Harvard and Columbia. Well, »a great many« are only »some« 
of them. What would Cahiers du Cinéma have written about 
in André Bazin's heyday had it not been for Howard Hawks 
and Alfred Hitchcock and - dare I say it? - of Michael Curtiz 
who directed a few hundred-grade B films including CASA
BLANCA ? So we needn't worry. Or should we? We are conside
ring movies or books. Most of the same issues raise their heads 
in a multiplicity of forms of expression, call them today, media 
formats. Is this or that junk superior junk or a great classic? We 
usually think we know at the time but in fact one is not well able 
to say very much definitively at the time of first appearance. 

What is high/low/pop culture anyway? Well, we may fairly 
suspect it's not popular culture if it's difficult, whether it is 
James Joyce's ULYSSES or Theo Angelopoulos ULYSSES' GAZE. 

The more special the book or film project, obviously the greater 
need there is for funding outside the marketplace . . . and the 
two examples I mention are distanced by seventy years. Both 
were supported by patronage, private in the case of Joyce and 
tax credits almost certainly in the case of ULYSSES' GAZE. 

The middle class especially now in the United States com
plains of the burden of welfare. We should remember that the 
public complaint is rarely about the arts and rather more about 
taxes, but it is the middle class that pays the taxes, and the weal
thy tend to remain wealthy with any tax scenario. But much sub

sidized high art is a kind of welfare for the few, in this case, for the 

highly educated, if not exclusively, for the rich. I know these are 
not useful terms of discrimination everywhere. Scandinavians 
and many Europeans are not comfortable dealing with such 
more or less dated phrases in respect of their own countries as 
»the poor« and »the rich.« But Northern Europe is a rather spe-
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cial place, and I have grown up somewhere else - a place, despite 
all, which until now has produced high and popular art in 
abundance. These phrases and concepts and issues exist for me 
and most Americans in both absolute and relative senses and 
they certainly do in the Third World. 

Is the world moving in the direction of Northern Europe 
on these issues, or is it the other way around? Given the inter
national tendencies of Thatcherite-Reagan economics, Von 
Hayek's view of freedom and the individual has gained much 
ground, this time in increasingly global economies with sop
histicated technologies supporting tendencies that exist any
way. The restructuring of Asian economies is taking place 
now, as all know, against a background of financial crisis. 
Much of Europe is on a different time scale, but perhaps only a 
step behind. The trajectory at the moment is clear and the per
suasiveness of deeply conservative views should not be dis
missed lightly in their effects on the marketplace of culture. 
One might argue differently - or have less worries - if econo
mic liberalism and the market economy actually left a free 
marketplace intact. The evidence is that it does not. 

Restructuring, I think most people know, is a code-word for 
downsizing, privatizing, fitting domestic enterprises into the 
lowest international cost grid serving the largest marketplace. 
All of it is a further empowerment of the concept of the deter
minant marketplace. It is unreal for any of us to think that the
se tendencies will make much exception of media and cultural 
entitlements. Size is a greater issue than it has ever been before 
because of language, technology, politics, and globalism. Size 
emerges today from a new mixture of affecting circumstances 
and tendencies. 

How democratic a society do we actually want? How much 
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do we need high art and minority ideas? There are only three 
potential governors of this runaway car: state funding (inclu
ding lotteries), the gifts of private individuals, and the benefi
cence of corporations. This is hardly original, but as the ba
lance of funding is changing, those activities that are not self-
sustaining will need to consider reordering income expecta
tions, or the cost of these activities, or develop new funding. 

One can always speculate whether traditional national cul
ture or international high culture will actually decline in the 
more popular democracy of the developing free marketplace. 
I have already said that examples from the u. s. suggest it need 
not if the rich are tax advantaged to support high art and class 
co-option can take place. Joseph Epstien's view in his essay 
»What to do about the Arts« which appeared in a devastating 
anthology called DUMBING DOWN argues within an Ameri
can context of traditionally limited government support that 
it may be irrelevant if such support were to end altogether, 
provided the infrastructural aspect of institutional high arts is 
supported. He is speaking about bricks and mortar, so to 
speak, the opera houses of the world, for example. In other 
words, he feels most serious artwork would continue, with the 
private sector a main resource. But my argument today relates 
more to the constriction of competition and the trajectory the 
market place determinant takes. In social democratic count
ries where traditions are different, the problems of declining 
state contribution needs to be addressed earlier rather than 
later. 

The truth is well hidden of course, and perhaps we can 
choose not to worry if what is on the radar screen cannot be 
perceived in the sky. Are we in fact false democrats and if we 
fear, is it because of this? Do we actually fear popular demo-
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cracy and equalitarian principles while advantaging ourselves 
in numerous ways from companies and economies that feed 
off the largest least critical public? Perhaps mass taste itself is 
unworrying. We all have it in some areas or at some times. It is 
sometimes experimental albeit in a different way and what is 
viable in it is often distilled out, alongside what is excellent 
and special in the non-mass arena. 

Are many of us not the worst of hypocrites really? Few 
among us are exclusively high brow and cultural pretense is rife 
in all societies. We may publish (or read) in an elitist way but 
other aspects of our lives belie our special tastes. We watch cor
porate sports or mass films and our kids (just as we did) love 
pop music. Why single anything out? The theory that the best 
government is the least government is also hardly new. But per
haps in media and cultural terms the »road of least govern
ment« is a road with a dead-end. As it would seem that a role for 
private and corporate support can perhaps replace the benefac-
ting role of government, we are left with the problem of the res
triction of competition based on the principles of the free mar
ket and where that may lead us in terms of what is offered to the 
public. This problem is now affecting all societies. 

An example close.to home: When my own small company, 
the Overlook Press, acquired the rights early in the game to 
Robert Schneider's novel SCHLAFES BRUDER, I hardly expec
ted a landslide of review attention for the book in the u.s. It 
was quite special, even for a German language/Austrian novel 
to be published in the u.s., but it had sold at that time over 
60,000 copies in Germany. We set about translating it and by 
the time we published, the book's worldwide success had be
come truly grandiose. In Germany 900,000 copies had been 
sold within two years of publication. In the same period not 
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only a film, but an opera and a ballet appeared, and nineteen 
nations had bought the foreign language rights. The book was 
special, yes, but the size of the book's success suggested the 
book would get wide review coverage. 

In fact, there were only four small reviews in the u.s., and 
two in the u. K . A few thousand copies were originally ordered. 
No paid-for marketing could be done against such a backgro
und. Book advertising in any case is usually done on the back 
of reviews. In the entire English-speaking world, this book to
day can be said never to have existed. 

So we worry. Where will it end? Book publishers are part of 
film makers are part of television producers and networks, 
newspaper-publishers, on-line services, magazine publishers, 
printers, retailers - terrestrial and on the Net - record compa
nies, theater owners, etc. These tendencies are often principally 
American but there is always an international dimension. We 
must take note not entirely parenthetically that American me
dia products are not just exported but in many instances are 
preferred by non-Americans with Americans taking in little 
from the rest of the world. At the last Jerusalem Book Fair I spo
ke on this subject, noting not American power but American 
parochialism; perhaps it is America that loses out by taking in 
so little of what excellence is provided outside America. Will 
there be any limits to the spread of American and British media 
products if the marketplace is determinant? 

Europeans decry the imbalance, but so do thoughtful Ame
ricans. Yet the causes are complex. Is it cultural imperialism or 
is it that the u.s., with its emphasis on the market, knows how 
to write the books, make the television programming and 
some of the films that, with local exceptions, overwhelming 
majorities in other countries want? (Interestingly, television 
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is more local than other media forms, although cheap pro
gramming leads to a heavy u.s. component.) Culture critics 
argue that the economics of American scale make this pos
sible. This seems reasonable and makes some kind of point but 
overlooks the fact that the truth lies in many places. 

Only in film and television ( and perhaps in high tech Inter
net information and entertainment) is cost a great barrier to 
entry... and international co-productions can and do produ
ce analogous financing. If only «on-u.s. providers could figure 
out what to put on a screen that u.s . audiences like as well as 
European audiences! Why are John Grisham, Danielle Steele, 
Stephen King, Tom Clancy and ten others the authors so many 
non-Americans mostly read? One view is that it has little to do 
with the cultural product itself and more to do with distribu
tion and marketing. As always, some truth underlies this, but 
the larger reasons - having to do with the cultural artifact it
self- maybe more complex. 

At the risk of some vilification here I may say that the over
whelming majority of European authors and film-makers 
(and even aspirant authors and film-makers) remain self-
image conscious while most Americans are opportunity dri
ven, come from an entrepreneurial society which poses the 
carrot of economic success and the stick of economic failure 
as an everyday reality in a nation with little security and few 
social benefits. It has to be said, I suppose, as an aside that the 
mysteries of cultural transference are endless. Few Americans 
for example can actually understand what the French saw in 
Jerry Lewis or the Germans in Thornton Wilder when their 
main appeal in their own countries had declined and were as
cribed different values. 

Recently I was discussing current movies and film directors 
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with a European friend, and we began discussing the films of 
Gus Van Sant which we both admired. I asked him if he had 
seen Van Sant's newest film GOOD WILL HUNTING, and he 
said he hadn't. Nor had I. But he added: »I don't really want to, 
Peter, he's sold out.« I asked what that meant and he answered, 
»He went to Hollywood.« I asked, »Don't you even want to see 

the movie, you've liked his earlier movies?« He replied that he 
didn't. »It's just more Hollywood crap, I'm sure«, he said. 

The closed attitude aside - and admittedly I had more fee
ling for his view after I saw the film - it occurred to me that 
perhaps Mr. Van Sant wanted to place himself in the 
mainstream of what movies can do - entertain millions. Why 
is this inherently bad? Great movies have always been made 
out ofthat impulse when the talent was there. Movies - or ele
gantly call them films - started out as a mass medium afforda
ble by all those who could not afford or were by background 
excluded from most theater, opera, and ballet. Moving images 
remain today the way most people want to be entertained. 
Desire to have movies be profitable - widely viewed - does not 
inherently rule them out culturally. But this younger person, 
with knee-jerk attitudes - more European than American -
felt it did. Attitudes to commerce seem to be at least a partial 
explanation for the relatively small viewership of European 
films in the u.s. ... and even in Europe! 

I should say here that it's not impossible to have more cul
tural exchange. The public for movies is always changing and 
there certainly has been considerable commercial work done 
in Europe that has traveled to the u.s. and there are many qua
lity movies from the u.s. that find favor in Europe, most of the 
latter, in fact, studio financed. It is not especially different for 
books. Before one can succeed in the marketplace one has to 
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like the marketplace. And the marketplace until now at least 
has hardly eliminated non-mainstream from the American 
scene; the Coen Brothers, Martin Scorsese and many others 
would attest to that. Ditto Updike, Bellow, Ford, Carver, Mai
ler in the world of literature. But ever greater size in the mar
ketplace with ever fewer competitors seems to be producing at 
the moment a rather different situation today. 

A certain arrogance - dare we say distaste - for the mass tas
tes of their marketplace has always seemed to me a feature of 
many of the European publishers and film-makers I know, so 
much so that I am reminded of a Walt Whitman and his New 
York trolley. Even Whitman, who celebrated in LEAVES OF 

GRASS and DEMOCRATIC VISTAS as no American ever did 
the common man described, in his N. Y. Sketches, I believe, riding 
on a crowded trolley in summer and his strong distaste for the 
sweaty people on every side of him. Most Americans in their 
entrepreneurial, opportunity-driven society - call it exploitati
ve - don't approach book publishing, film or television making 
in the same way. Most Americans in media and culture strive to 
respond to the market more than to lead it. Obviously this pro
duces a great deal of ephemera ... and very large businesses 
whilst producing some quality. Some commercial movies like 
PULP FICTION, for example, extend our sense of what is popu
lar and what is »special.« But the mainstream seems quite pre
pared and well organized to produce more and more ephemera. 
At least until the marketplace says »Enough.« 

Given our subject and who we are, we might also look at the 
concept of book editing in Europe and the United States. Al
though exceptions are rife, the role of the editor in Europe is to 
work far less with the actual manuscript than does his Ameri
can counterpart, not because the editor is indolent in one set-
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ting and industrious in the other. What does improving the 
manuscript mean in different cultures? In the u. s. in very few 
publishing houses is it to improve the manuscript in a classic 
sense. The dividing lines between that and getting it into sha
pe to sell better are unclear. At the extreme, in the u. s., the edi
tor is often an adjunct to marketing. But it is also unclear if a 
more priestly view of the editor as a vessel through which an 
author's holy words are poured is always in the author's (or 
the reader's) best interests. 

You don't have many novel doctors yet in Sweden, I suspect. 
What is a novel doctor? Well, in the most commercial of in
stances in large u. s. publishing houses, a book's editor calls in 
an outside editor to work on the manuscript or with the aut
hor. This outside editor (usually a specialist in commercial 
fiction) sometimes writes great swaths of the book. I am no 
purist; several times in my life, even once in my Penguin years, 
I called one in. Purists fit poorly in the American grain, but 
publishers who can produce reading for all parts of the popu
lation fit pretty well. We must ask ourselves today then about 
balance and the trajectory. 

^ One thing is clear: few Americans worry much about how 
other people look at them, partly because America is an almost 
endlessly renewable land made not out of one culture - with 
one set of table manners - but from many cultures from many 
lands, in some of which one doesn't even eat from tables. There 
isn't one set of rules except »succeed or fail,« by which is meant 
that many people in a relative and sometimes absolute sense live 
very badly, lead mean lives. The tirage of success or failure pro
duces its own dynamic. The u.s. in many ways is a hard, very 
rough country. Like old age, it is not for sissies. 
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I experienced some of this in 1978 when from a background 
in American mass market book publishing (in which I combi
ned the publishing of Garcia Marquez 100 YEARS OF SOLITU
DE, Rosemary Rogers' SWEET SAVAGE LOVE, and Richard 

Bach's JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL. I came to Penguin 
in England and proceeded to format and price books to the 
market not to Penguin's image of itself or the public's image 
of Penguin. So commercial art was commissioned for the co
vers of so-called commercial books and we marketed them 
aggressively to a public that mostly or with a few outstanding 
exceptions hadn't read Penguin books for 30 years - except for 
those titles required in schools and universities. 

Penguin by the late seventies - the company that had star
ted the mass reading revolution in the Anglo-Saxon world -
had lost out as general reading diversified and devolved to oth
er paperback publishers who published more for the market 
as it was, in fact for an enlarging and changing ever more mass 
society with some education and greater means. 

Although aspects of my personal background, alongside 
my apprenticeship in the America mass market, were cultur
ally not so different from those of our culture critics, the ques
tion was raised: could Penguin publish, say, Molly Kaye's rat
her uninteresting (in intellectual terms) but very evocative 
entertainment, THE FAR PAVILIONS, onMonday and the gre
atest Penguin classics on Tuesday. 

My view was that we could do it and would do it... by doing 
it. We did just that after various mutinies in the house and re
volutions outside. We also published books on the right such 
as Milton Friedman's FREEDOM AND SOCIETY, despite being 
lectured in the house and outside that we could only publish 
books on the left. The left was our tradition, our patrimony, I 
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was told, as though I did not know it. And we published books 
as commercial as Shirley Conran's novel LACE. But at the 
same time our classics list over nearly twenty years expanded 
from four hundred titles to some 1,500, and growing. 

Could we in real terms have preserved totally intact that 

Penguin Books that had become a monument? I am certain 
we could not have. With the declining market share of that 
earlier Penguin and the growth around us of more popular 
and successful companies, who with their commercial profits 
were now also publishing »better« books - our Penguin ter
rain - authors were marching with their feet, sending manu
scripts to the publishers who could pay the most. Many of 
these authors in their journalism of course decried the decline 
of the Penguin - their self-service a partial cover-up for their 
own cultural treason. But with Penguin's growing commer
cial success in the 1980's these top quality authors returned. 
And we had to buy companies with their copyrights in order 
to preserve the great Penguin backlist. Culture, in our society, 
I'm afraid to say, follows commerce, not the other way around. 
I would be amazed if in Sweden authors want to be with pub
lishers whose prominence declines year after year. 

Another approach, not perhaps one to be chosen, but one 
which may evolve, is for media and culture providers to see 
themselves in a less imageful way. Americans let commerce 
pay for culture and do not worry if on a publishing list in 
which poetry and fiction figure, there also exist books on cur
tains or the martial arts. This may not be pure, but it is hardly 
pandering. Implicit in this are different views of image in me
dia and culture. In a relentlessly consumer society, success be
gins to become a factor in high culture too, especially as the 
resources by which reputation are made become intertwined 
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in the other media. The beast this time seems more attractive 
clothed in the rhetoric of a free market. And the web is more 
insidious now: for example, if the books and films of minority 
interest are under pressure, so is the attention paid to them-

based on the space given over to them by book reviews, maga
zines, and television commentary. 

I promised we would come back to this: These reviewing 
and publicizing organs are themselves increasingly part of the 
media grid, each responding to the demands of their own par
ticularized markets. This is less so in the U.K. than in the u.s. 
but the direction is clear. This process very likely is also less 
advanced in the northern tier of Europe, but we must consider 
the tendencies. 

For example, let us think of book reviews in England. 
Newspapers are not really newspapers if what Americans call 

- rather appropriately - book review editors are called literary 
editors as they are in England. In the U.K. newspapers provide 
review space for books of small interest to most of the readers 
of the paper. Elitism indeed - and publishers of serious books 
love it! But without this little attention - as there is little mo
ney for marketing except for the most sales-promising books 

- how are the better people for whom we better people publish 
these better books ever to know they are available? Consider 
the market economy alternative. In a market economy news
paper, should not the reviewer only cover books that are news
worthy (as distinct from excellent), books that the largest 
number of readers wants to know about, with the smaller 
number of readers with more rarified tastes finding out about 
these books in smaller publications? Why should not every 
part of a newspaper be »interesting« to the widest readership 
to build circulation to build advertising? Only if the owner of 
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the newspaper has an image or vision of that paper and that 
image is different from the one that so changed the TIMES in 
London. But we need to be honest with an argument, perhaps 
that populism »saved« it. Saved what, ask some? To the extent 
that newspapers (like TV or book publishers) are part of pu
blicly owned media conglomerates, the concern of broad-ba
sed public shareholding is very largely the contributions each 
part makes to the share price. No one can be very surprised to 
learn that's how the managements of media corporations (or 
any other business) stay in place. So cultural concern - call it 
elitist pretension at its worst, and of course it is much better 
than that in fact - is likely to decline further, even in book re
viewing. 

Earlier I mentioned Alexis de Tocqueville's foresightful 
book DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA, a book raising 65 years ago 
many of the central issues of American life which continue 
today. I raise it now in this context because it seems to me that 
against the background of the political economy today - its 
tendencies in the world - the issues of freedom and liberty are 
subjects for world citizens. What de Tocqueville rejected was 
the idea - so American in its mythology - that freedom neces
sarily accompanies equality, liberty with democracy. 

While de Tocqueville saw and admired the energy let loose 
by the sweeping away of pre-established forms of authority 
and privilege, he saw that the leveling tendencies imperiled 
questions of individual freedom and both the charm and use
fulness of uncommon attitudes. Majority rule - not only in 
electoral modes but in all the nooks and crannies of life itself-
could lead to a commonness that hardly dignified the gran
deur of the concept of the common man. Winner Take All, he 
noticed, was a feature of American social, political and econo-
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mic life, »every citizen,« he wrote »being assimilated to all the 
rest, is lost in the crowd and nothing stands conspicuous but 
the great and imposing image of the people at large.« 

Even in literary matters he predicted the trajectory of 
events. While he did not fear for any loss of brilliance in those 
few writers who would march down their own paths, he gues
sed that Literature would become part of enterprising indu
stry and that most writers would become a version of trades
people producing consumer goods for an undiscriminating 
public. »Authors«, he wrote, »will aim at rapidity of execution 
more than perfection of detail [...] There will be more wit 
than erudition, more imagination than profundity [...] the 
object of authors will be.to stir the passions more than to 
charm the taste.« We here should note that alongside authors 
there are publishers, there cannot be one without the other, 
nor, in an equalitarian consumer society without a reading 
public in support. He saw the good in a developing mass so
ciety, one in which the arts can be reproduced, but felt the de
mocracy of majority rule leads - unless there are countervai
ling tendencies - to quantity not quality or, as one critic has 
written, »upon profit rather than perfection.« 

In contrast to the individualism of an earlier American 
marketplace society, de Tocqueville saw uniformity, conform
ity and a drab neutrality as looming characteristics. Original
ly, men sought to break off the brutal chains of inequality fa
shioned by kings and courts. But »as conditions of men beco
me equal amongst a people, individuals seem of less, and so
ciety of greater, importance.« Democracies, he saw, put a pre
mium upon an equalitarianism in which the differences and 
ideas were neutralized, conformity, not individualism resul
ted from convergence, that democracies themselves became 
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intolerant of uniqueness, even of freedom. In equalitarian de
mocracies, men were likely to become »lost in the crowd,« 
they eventually would not prize individuality and minority 
positions, would become immune to their own freedom and 
individuality, indifferent to notions of fantasy and dissent, the 
requirements and charms of different elements in society. 
Whilst the inclinations of democracy and equality made it less 
likely for the few to oppress the many, the reverse side of the 
coin made it possible for the many to oppress the few in both 
obvious and subtle ways. This must be particularly true in 
consumer societies where the appearance is one of freedom of 
choice. Democratic majorities can become absolute tyran
nies. 

Referring to issues of social democracy, echoing perhaps an 
early part of today's talk, de Tocqueville wrote, »nothing is 
more striking to a European traveler in the u .s . than the ab
sence of what we term.government.« The European looking 
at the United States today and the overload of petty regula
tions of course may think he perceives the opposite; but on 
closer examination, government leaves more of the big issues 
to individuals (and smaller local authorities) than it does in 
Europe - a factor de Tocqueville saw as emerging from Ameri
can republican and federalist beginnings. However, in our 
time that governmental center is being progressively replaced 
by the free consumer marketplace we have been discussing. 
Today a marketplace with decreasing competition, therefore 
one is prey to influence or control, if less by the government, 
then more by the levers of economic power is assented to by 
the public. I cannot take up today how media consumer pro
ducts and social and political ideas are inextricably tied up 
with the control of the channels of distribution but you will 
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see how this is so. We may recall that de Tocqueville felt one of 
the checks and balances to the tyranny of the majority was an 
unfettered media. Newspapers were his reference point; of 
course he could not foresee the conglomerization of newspa
pers and of all media in one big soup which a few powerful 
corporations or captains of industry ladle out. 

Although we may be dismayed by these tendencies, we can 
not be certain, nor should we be, that the worst will happen. 
But I think we can be certain that these tendencies are on the 
increase. All does not happen in one fell swoop; we recall the 
Club of Rome's dire projection/prediction that the world 
would run out of oil by the year 2000. (I noticed today in the 
papers that the price of abarrel of crude has dropped to $8, the 
lowest in years, and that oil production will be cut back becau
se of the glut.) Nothing is ever certain. I hope by raising a fear 
as I do here that more attention will be given to the current 
course regardless of our national citizenry. One cannot be 
smug even in Stockholm about national or regional differences 
in an international time. 

I also believe one must firmly reject the comfortable notion 
found in countless books and articles that the marketplace it
self has checks and balances, is self-correcting and, as I tried to 
reject earlier, that what is large always produces new opportu
nities for what is small. While this is sometimes the case, it is 
unlikely to reverse the order because the context today is a glo
bal one of technology harnessed to an unfettered economic 
liberalism. On the one hand, retail chains of a thousand stores 
- many of them quite superior in their range - have brought 
non-alienating book retailing to the people, so to speak. Good. 
On the other hand access to these mammoth retailers is diffi
cult for small publishers and the power of centralized buying 
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is a sword over minority tastes. The Net at the moment at least 
develops a roughly level playing field for the backlists of large 
and small publishers. But we can be certain that clever marke
ters will develop strategies to improve placement on the Net 
for the largest suppliers via new forms of so-called cooperati
ve advertising, so that the largest derive publishers superior 
advantage from a technology originally planned as free access 
for all. 

No, what is large will not get small again easily. 
We should not think the Murdochs and Disneys, Bertels

manns, Hachettes, Pearsons, Berlusconis, and Kirchs conspire. 
They are doing their thing in an arena the public largely sanc
tions. The logic of free competition and corporate organiza
tion as much as the ego of the individuals driving the compa
nies leads where it does. 

Because of the high cost of the modern cultural Tv/film 
grid, these barons will be making deals - collaborative in some 
cases, or acquisitive in other situations everywhere. In North
ern Europe, too. Less governmental control and more privati
zation leads national companies to ally themselves to sources 
of international supply of product. Although wide, the media 
coverage of the acquisition of Random House by Bertelsmann 
did not mention that the Bertelsmann corporate strategy for 
Germany as well as for the United States must have considered 
the greater likelihood that Bertelsmann in Germany would 
capture more American best-selling authors for Bertels
mann's historically anemic original publishing. (Since writ
ing this, new line-ups of interest respecting Barnes & Noble, 
America's largest bookseller and Ingram, America's largest 
wholesaler have been announced, as well as Barnes & Noble 
and Bertelsmann in competitive race with Amazon - each 
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raising the issue at least of a point earlier made - that distribu
tion is a function of wide-ranging free expression.) 

The answer to the questions raised today at least partly is 
for social democracies in large and smaller countries to deve
lop their own popular cultures and not to turn the popular 
marketplace over to others. The Canadian and French protec
tionist examples, however, are not inspiring. Media fare for 
the few increasingly needs subsidy; the ever more powerful 
marketplace cannot leave us to its devices. At the end of this 
talk, I come to no other conclusion. It would be healthy for the 
debate to begin on how this can be achieved while statist mo
dels still work where they do and to recognize that in a consu
mer society with the English language dominant, with global
ist economics and a smaller world, with privatization the 
course of the moment and social democracy less able to pay 
for itself (based on large aging popularities demanding the 
benefits they expected through lifetimes of work- giving way 
to what some call Individualism clothed as the Libertarian 
movement), with restructuring of economies everywhere and 
greater differentials between what people earn and can pile up 
as treasure (and pass on to the next generation), with univer
sity education and other forms of excellence democratized -
call them de-meritized - with competition given full sway so 
that competition is reduced, and with public or large private 
ownership the underpinning of massive media enterprises, 
the mass public (which includes all of us) will choose what is 
produced often cynically for that public in a way never seen in 
the days of elitist social democracy. 

We recall Joseph Goebbels in the SportPalast in Berlin in 
1944 screaming out at those before him »WolltIhr den totalen 

Krieg« and the crowd screaming back, »Yes.« We are in an-
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other time. This is no unfriendly fascism that we face. This is 
the friendly fascism that the sociologist Bertram Gross war
ned us about twenty years ago - the friendly fascism of the 
marketplace and the consumer. And we are part of it, both as 
producers and consumers. Let us not stand smug in our so-
called better taste, in our sense of fairness, and believe for a 
moment that things even out, that there are always swings and 
round about. Sometimes you're in so deep that you drown. 

Is my audience today prepared for a total marketplace7. If the 
question is phrased the right way, I think we can be certain 
that an overwhelming proportion of the public will say yes, 
and that is the problem. 

Thank You. 

^ I'm grateful to Per Gedin and the Adams Helms Committee 
for the opportunity and privilege of speaking to you today. 
Thank you for coming to listen to me indoors on this sultry 
afternoon in beautiful Stockholm. 
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